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NZSMA NEWS

From the Chair

EDITOR Shaz Davis

Kia Ora everyone!

PROOFREADER Helen Walker

I’m so excited that Auckland, and the whole
of New Zealand, is back at Level 1 again.
Let’s hope we can stay this way for a while at least until the end of summer!

DESIGN FirstLine | Shaz Davis

Talking about summer, Christmas is fast
approaching, and being back at Level 1
means all markets and events are
happening again. Make sure you have your
markets booked, because people are
itching to get out and about again.

CONTRIBUTORS
Jackie Ziegler, Melissa Barrett,
Skye Shaddix, Megan LloydEvans, Jodi Humphries, Shaz
Davis, Vanessa Lilley.

Sell your soaps and bath products, and tell
other soap makers about our association!
More members means more benefits for all
of us.
I’m thrilled to say that we have reached our
100 member milestone. In fact, we have
103 members at the time of writing.
Woohoo! And a big welcome to our new
members! Thank you for joining our soap
community. Don’t forget to check out the
Facebook group and the discount page on
the website.

Published electronically by the
New Zealand Soap Makers’
Association (NZSMA).
NZSMA News is available free of
charge to paid up members of
NZSMA.

Nga mihi nui,

Reproduction of any part of this
publication must be authorised by
NZSMA and credited to NZSMA
and the contributors involved.

Jackie

Queries and contributions to:
newsletter@nzsma.org.nz
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Meet Melissa from
Pure Nature
How long have you been in operation?
PureNature has been in operation since 2012. We
are part of Pure Ingredients, who supply many
prominent beauty and personal care
manufacturers in NZ. This allows us to offer our
DIY and small business customers the same highquality ingredients used in many famous NZ
brands.
What do you like most about your job?
I love the creative aspect of my job, from new
product development and sourcing ingredients,
through to creating recipes and inspiration for all
of you folks. Working for an NZ-owned and
operated West Auckland company makes getting
out of bed every day easy.

Melissa Barrett
BHSc, Dip. Herb Med, Dip. Nat

What part of your business gives you the most
grey hairs?

My passion for all things natural
led me to complete a Bachelor of

Out of stocks! It has certainly been a testing year
on this front! That and the move from three sites
to one this year.

in 2010. I have worked in the
natural health/products industry

Health Sciences (incl. Diploma of
Herbalism and Naturopathy) back

for the last 12 years and always in
roles with a customer service

Do you make soap or other products?

focus. I am now the Sales and
Marketing Manager of PureNature,

Yes, I love making cold process soap and started
about three years ago just for friends and family
(usually Christmas pressies). I make all my own
skincare/haircare and household cleaning
products. I also have a soft spot for candle
making.

whom I have been with for the last
five years, and I am passionate
about empowering people to DIY.
I am very lucky to live in the West
Auckland bush, with partner
Emmett (GM of PureNature) and

What is unique about the service you can offer
customers who make soap and body care
products?

the very spoilt Shadow (our black
lab). I love an old-fashioned Kiwi
road trip, and most evenings you
will find me in the bath with a

Where do I start? We have a fantastic technical
support team who have been with us for a long
time; Our experienced and qualified Quality

good book and a cheeky snack!
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Assurance team, including a pharmacist and
food technologist; The time and attention we
dedicate to recipe development; Our soon to
be re-launched workshops (fingers crossed for
Level 1); BioGro certified organic products; Our
fabulous Aromatherapist, Sylvia; Our constant
striving to improve our sustainability... The list
goes on!

What advice do you have for new soap
makers?
Make sure you have done your research. Check
out In My Soap Pot and Soap Queen for all the
know-how to beginner soapmaking.
Watch the videos, be safe (not soaping around
children or pets) but do not overthink it too
much. Once you have one batch under you, it
really is upwards from there.

What is your favourite soap ingredient?
Fair Trade Shea and Cosmetic Grade
Sandalwood. I love sandalwood!

What product or products in your range are
you most excited about?

How has Covid-19 affected business?

We have ten fabulous new fragrances from
CandleScience in the next month and a huge
number of recipes waiting in the wings. They
have been tested and are about to be launched
any day (think waste-free).

Delays in bulk ingredients arriving, leading to
delays in us packing our products, which then
creates delays for you the customer – so heartbreaking for us. However, thankfully, it feels like
we are finally coming out the other side!
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Give a beer soap a go

Recipe kindly provided by
Skye Shaddix. It is available for
personal use. Please do not
replicate for commercial purposes.

Why use beer in soap?

RECIPE:

Sodium Hydroxide

142g

Frozen Beer
(add water if needed)

324g

Sodium Lactate*
Coconut Oil

The scent - The taste of beer translates to a much
lighter scent in the soap, and for that reason many
soap afi cionados enjoy adding honey, oats,
blueberries, and essential oils into the soap mix.
For instance, if someone were to use a chocolate
stout for soap making, a touch of vanilla could be
added as a compliment to the chocolate
undertones.

12g
35%

Shea Butter

15%

Castor Oil

5%

Olive Oil

45%

Fragrance**

3%

350g

The lather - Some commercial soaps lather well
but use dangerous chemicals. Some artisan soaps
don’t lather enough. Beer soap, however, is the
happy medium between the two. While it is made
with all natural ingredients, beer soap is known to
create a welcoming and frothy lather that allows
for a closer shave while moisturising the skin.

150g
50g
450g
30g

It moisturises and fights acne - In fact, beer soap
packs a big punch when it comes to moisturising.
Hops, an ingredient in beer, contains skin
softening amino acids which can soothe irritated
and infl amed skin. The brewer’s yeast in beer acts
as an antibacterial agent, great for combating
acne. Beer also contains vitamin B and other
essential vitamins which further moisturise the
skin. Just remember that you can’t make any
medical claims when promoting your soaps!

*optional but recommended
**optional

SKYE’S TIPS:
It is best to leave the beer in a jug overnight to go
flat, then boil it for about 10minutes. Allow the
beer to cool before freezing.
Add lye to frozen beer slowly to avoid scorching.
This step does not smell particularly nice, I
suggest doing it outside when possible, otherwise
open windows and doors.
Add Sodium Lactate once your lye solution has
cooled, stir well. You will notice a slight increase in
heat as the sodium lactate mixes.
This recipe works best when lye solution and oils
are at room temperature. Working with beer will
cause the batter to accelerate.
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Meet your NZSMA Committee Get to know more about Megan Lloyd-Evans from Raroa Gully

How long have you been making soap, and
how did you get started?

What do you dislike the most?
Cleaning up afterwards AND fighting for
workshop space with my husband.

Must be at least twelve years now. I happened to
google the ingredients on the bottle of soap
substitute I was about to use on my toddler and
thought better of it. Much investigation and
experimentation later, and I found castile soap. I
didn’t even know handmade soap was a thing.

Why did you become involved in NZSMA?
It just kind of happened.

What inspires you to create?

What is the most common misconception
people have about what you do?

Helping people who have sensitive skin.
Hopefully, they will have one less thing to worry
about in their day.

They think I have a big soap company – really
we’re tiny.

What types of products do
you make?
Castile and Marseilles soap cold process.
What is your typical
soaping day/week like?
I try to make soap at least
once a week, but really most
of my time is spent talking to
customers and packaging.
What do you like about the
work you do?
People who make and buy
handmade soap are the best.
Somehow it attracts friendly
people with interesting stories
to share.

Above: Megan planting sandalwood trees in Fiji after cyclone
Winston in 2016. She was there to teach people to make soap.
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What advice would you give to makers
starting their business?

If you were to give one of your products to
a stranger, what would you choose?

There is a lot of competition out there at the
moment, so make sure you have all your ducks
in a row. Know your market and how/where to
target them, test your product a million times
before it goes out the door, get your pricing
right and know your costs.

My Pure soap.
What was your biggest (soap) fail?
Having the bottom fall out of a column mould.
Then cleaning it up and ending up with soap
containing gravel.

What advice would you give newbies?

How do you balance work and family?

Invest in safety gear before fancy moulds and
ingredients.

I hope to figure that out one day.

How did you come up with the name for
your business?

What are your goals and dreams for the
future?

There is a steep gully of regenerating bush
behind our house called Raroa Gully. I love
spending time there. It’s full of birds, especially
Kaka.

I’d like to get a good night’s sleep.

QUICK FACT BOX

What is your favourite type of product to
make?

Favourite ingredient?
Olive Oil

Anything with essential oils in it.

Favourite fragrance?

What is the one tool you couldn’t live
without?

Neroli

My big (ex) jam pot.

Favourite colour?

What are your favourite moulds?

Blue

Currently our little rabbit ones.

Favourite tool?

What is your number one soap making tip?

Spatula

Make sure you will have no disturbances at all
while soaping.

Early bird or night owl?
Early Bird. But happy to stay up for a
good time.

What are some of your other hobbies and
interests?
I like to renovate houses and do Pilates. I also
used to paint but my hands can’t do that now.

Follow Megan on Instagram here.
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The different BTMS
options explained

by: Jackie Ziegler

The range of different BTMS options can be
confusing, especially with the addition of the
new palm-free conditioning pellets. Read on to
find out how to substitute the BTMS in your
current solid conditioner recipe for a palm-free
option.

mind that due to the different functional
ingredients, they are not precisely equal.
BTMS-50 is more conditioning, but can
sometimes feel more greasy. BTMS-25 has a
softer, drier feel, and will give more body, but
is less conditioning.

Quick Facts

If you want to go completely palm-free and use
the palm-free BTMS-80 you will need to work
out the percentage of the actual
behentrimonium methosulfate content in the
recipe.

The active ingredient in these conditioner
pellets is behentrimonium methosulfate, which
is what BTMS stands for.

For example, if you use 100 grams of BTMS-25,
you will actually have 25g of behentrimonium
methosulfate and 75g cetearyl alcohol.

The behentrimonium methosulfate is the actual
conditioning ingredient. The remainder of the
pellet is made up of functional ingredients,
usually fatty alcohols.

So to exchange that for BTMS-80, you will
need an amount that contains 25g of
behentrimonium methosulfate. To help you
calculate, remember that BTMS-80 has 80%
behentrimonium methosulfate, so 25g of
behentrimonium methosulfate will be equal to
80%.

The number following BTMS, such as BTMS-25,
refers to the percentage of active ingredient
(behentrimonium methosulfate) in the
product.
The different BTMS’s

The maths will be: 25 divided by 80% = 31.25

BTMS-25 is 25% behentrimonium
methosulfate, and 75% fatty alcohol (cetearyl).

Therefore, you will need 31.25g of BTMS-80,
which contains 25g behentrimonium
methosulfate and 6.25g isopropyl alcohol.

BTMS-50 is 50% behentrimonium methosulfate
and 50% fatty alcohol (cetyl) and butylene
glycol* (a humectant).

BUT… you will also need emulsion stabilisers in
the form of fatty alcohol. Most fatty alcohols
(cetyl alcohol, cetearyl alcohol, stearyl alcohol)
are palm-based, and currently the only palmfree option is brassica alcohol.

BTMS-80 is 80% behentrimonium methosulfate
and 20% isopropyl alcohol (to keep the
product stable).
*Note that butylene glycol is petroleumderived and not considered a natural
ingredient.

But this is where it will go off the rational
calculations part. Not all fatty alcohols are
equal. Some are better stabilisers; some make
for smoother emulsions; some are used to
improve feel and texture, etc. This is where you
will need to experiment.

To exchange BTMS-25 and BTMS-50, you can
either double or halve the amount, keeping in
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Start by replacing the whole remainder with
brassica alcohol.

and to improve the feel of your conditioner
bars.

So the 100g BTMS-25 substitution would look
like this:

Or you can try this palm-free conditioner bar
formulation below.

31g BTMS-80

PALM-FREE CONDITIONER BAR

69g brassica alcohol

Phase A

Then tinker with your recipe until you get the
feel and texture of the conditioner bar the way
you want it.

• 35% Brassica alcohol
• 20% BTMS-80
• 14% Montanov 202

Here are some tips:

• 10% Shea butter

Stearic acid (palm-free) can be used to harden a
bar, but I don’t suggest using more than 10%,
because it can make the conditioner bar feel
draggy.

• 3% Stearic acid

Phase B
• 10% Glycerin

Another option is to add jojoba esters, which
would both help thicken and add conditioning
properties to your bar.

Phase C
• 3% Vegetable silicone

Lastly, look at adding an additional palm-free
natural emulsifier, such as Montanov 202 or
Plantasens HE20, to help stabilise the emulsion

• 2% Provitamin B5
• 2% Fragrance or essential oils
• 1% Microcurb OC

Instructions:
Gently melt all the ingredients of
phase A in a double boiler set up.
Remove from heat, and stir in the
glycerin of phase B.
Add and stir in the ingredients of
phase C.
Note Microcurb OC is a
preservative that can be used for
anhydrous preparations and
emulsions with high oil content.
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Embed addiction

by: Shaz Davis

A couple of months ago Nessa Lilley from The
Cat and the Moon shared a video explaining
how to make your own custom mould for
column embeds using a fairly complicated
mermaid design. Click HERE if you missed it.

Heike and Stefan from SoundSoap kindly made
both a solid wolf 3D print and an outline of the
wolf shape - as this also motivated me to try
making a solid silicone wolf shape to use as a
shape holder. Once the pour is set I pulled the
silicone shape out and filled the shaped hole
with batter. It worked well.

That set a couple of soap makers off on their
own mission to make custom embeds or to
play with other embed options.

Helen Purdie from Mokau Soaps was too busy
to contribute to this month, but she has also
made some amazing custom embeds,
including a surfer girl and a fantail. You can find
them on her instagram page here.

I had fun making a successful wolf embed,
which goes with my business theme. The flat
base of the wolf head meant my mould could
be open at the bottom and didn’t have to be as
complicated as a full column mould.

Jodi Humphries had a play at making her own
embeds without moulds recently, using soap
dough. Below are the prepped embeds.
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And this is Jodi’s soap with the embeds.

• A long piece of soap embed that goes the

length of the mould makes placement easy but when I used a small leaf-shaped cutter
and placed 1.5-2cm cuts side-by-side along
the length of mould it still worked

• Be warned: The creation of the embeds can

potentially take longer than making the main
soap

• Keep the shape simple
• You can use up old/offcuts/shavings/

mistakes to make "space soap” (see example
below).

Jodi has the following advice for anyone
wanting to play with embeds:
• The embeds don't have to be perfect as

there are only small slices that show in the
main part of the soap

Members’ Benefits
NZSMA Members get a 10% discount off all purchases from the following local business partners:
Pure Nature, The Sourcery, and Zen Designs
As well as one-off discounts from other local sellers and 10% to 15% off some international sellers.
Check out the Members Section of the website for details.
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